Navigating
Modern Investment
Landscapes
By navigating the complexities of today’s
financial markets, we ensure your wealth
works for you and future generations.

CREECHURCHCAPITAL.COM

Creechurch Capital is one of the Isle of Man’s foremost boutique
investment managers, providing bespoke portfolio management
services to local and international investors. Our experience and
depth of knowledge enable us to look beyond the traditional and
develop tailored strategies that aim to address the challenges of
the modern investment landscape.
Our capabilities are charged by combining the innovation and
agility of a boutique investment manager and the stability and
resources offered by a global asset manager backed by the Nayyar
Group, which acquired Creechurch in March 2019.
We are committed to focusing uniquely on the key areas of our
recognised expertise: quality investment management and high
levels of customer service. In recognition of the importance of
client focus, we have created a dedicated and highly experienced
investment team to work with you as your investment needs evolve.
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Who We Are
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Our clients include private clients, corporate and trust
service providers, pension schemes, IFAs, life companies,
and financial intermediaries.
As a proudly independent

We currently manage

family-owned boutique

assets across a wide range

manager, we remain nimble

of investments for a diverse

and flexible to target new

client base, and our clients

investment opportunities and

can select their preferred

maximise client returns with

choice of platform from our

a customised, diverse, and

panel of internationally-

cost-effective approach. This

recognised providers.

approach is tailored around our
clients’ individual requirements,
building bespoke portfolios
aligned with their longer-term
aims, attitude to risk, and
preferred investment style.

Driven by intelligent and
trusted relationships, our focus
is to protect and grow your
wealth by creating unique and
tailored investment portfolios.

Our Principles
The following investment principles form the
foundation of every decision we make when
investing our clients’ capital.
STEWARDSHIP
We understand the
importance of the trust you
place in us as investors and
protectors of your wealth. Our
investment approach places
great emphasis on managing
downside risk rather than
outright capital gain.

STRUCTURE
Combining professional
expertise with a structured
investment approach enables
us to achieve a range of
bespoke objectives in line with
your preferred level of risk.
Our engagement with trusted

market contacts allows us to
stay abreast of regional and
global opportunities.

APPROACHABILITY
Like each investment, each
client is different. Our
investment team is always onhand to discuss every aspect
of your portfolio. We want
our clients to be confident
that we have an in-depth
understanding of all their
investments and that they are
appropriate for their portfolio.

PERFORMANCE
We have various benchmarks
that we deem appropriate for
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each level of your acceptable

preservation of wealth as their

risk. We always strive to

primary consideration, and

exceed those expectations

we always invest in quality

while staying within the

and well-researched funds

parameters of your mandate,

with both strong liquidity and

and we have an enviable

track record.

record of doing so.

EXECUTION

LONGEVITY

As a boutique investment

Creechurch adopts a long-

team, we are able to pay the

term approach to investment,

lowest possible fees to access

with an emphasis on making

institutional funds.

positive risk-adjusted returns
over a 3-5-year period.

MONITORING

Industry research supports our

Daily reviews of both

own experience that the best

market and stock-specific

returns can often take time.

news ensure your portfolio

DIVERSIFICATION

is consistently monitored.
Our close relationships with

We recognise the benefits

major financial partners

of diversification across

assists in this regard, and our

asset classes, as well as

contacts are quick to bring

geographically. Our higher-

breaking developments to

risk portfolios have the

our attention.

Multi-Asset
Investment
Solutions
With decades of experience in managing multi-asset
portfolios, Creechurch recognises the need for investment
diversification to understand and manage every facet of
risk and return dynamics.
Our investment ethos is simple: by keeping investors informed
every step of the way, they understand how, where, and why we are
taking/reducing risks that are in-line with their objectives. We have a
proven track record of strong, absolute, and relative returns against
benchmark indices.
Our targeted diversification approach enables investors to pursue
their financial goals with multi-asset investments and bespoke
portfolio solutions, helping them to achieve the outcomes they desire.
Clients can select from a range of carefully constructed risk-adjusted
portfolio models, with the further option of having
a tailored portfolio.
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Our wealth management services are available in Sterling, US Dollars,
and Euros. Other base currencies can be provided on request.
Portfolios are monitored closely and carefully measured as to risk,
volatility, and correlation to market trends and movements.
Our typical core models demonstrate our focus on wealth
preservation, and can be adjusted to suit individual risk profiles.

CONSERVATIVE
A focus on capital preservation, with higher
allocation to lower-risk fixed-income assets and
moderate exposure to marginal risk assets.

BALANCED
A balance of capital preservation and exposure to
higher potential growth assets.

GROWTH
A focus on higher-risk assets to take advantage
of potential long-term growth.

Fixed Income

Alternatives

Cash

Equity

Portfolio Strategy

CREECHURCHCAPITAL.COM

Creechurch Capital invests in a broad range of asset
classes designed to maximise its ability to deliver
returns while minimising the associated risk.
In line with the client’s currency of choice, a risk profile and asset
allocation are assigned according to the client’s preferred tolerance
and attitude to risk.
Our investment managers consider the following factors in relation
to portfolio planning and investment returns:

❶

Currency risk

❷

Macroeconomic trends and investment outlook

❸

Volatility

❹

Liquidity

❺

Geopolitical risk

Correlation analysis can be used to achieve optimal portfolio
diversification. Additional risk tools such as portfolio back-testing,
as well as both scenario and sensitivity analysis may also be applied.
Pulling all these factors together, asset allocation is determined
to produce a wealth portfolio that can be dynamically adjusted to
reflect any changes in the outlook of our investment team.
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If you’d like to know more
about how Creechurch Capital
can help with your investment
needs, please get in touch.

Atlantic House
4-8 Circular Road
Douglas
Isle of Man

+44 (0) 1624 653 800

IM1 1AG

info@creechurchcapital.com

It should be noted that any investment involves risk. The price or value of investments can go down as well as up and the investor may not necessarily receive back
the original amount invested. When investments are made in overseas securities, movements in exchange rates may have an effect that is unfavourable as well
as favourable. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Clients should always seek appropriate tax advice from their financial adviser
before committing funds for management.
This document is for information only and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to purchase or sell investments or related financial instruments.
This has no regard for the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any specific investor.
Creechurch Capital Limited is licensed by the Isle of Man Financial Services Authority and registered in the Isle of Man, number 5267V.
VAT Registration No. 003 2910 30. Registered Address: Atlantic House, 4-8 Circular Road, Douglas, Isle of Man, IM1 1AG

Creechurch aims to deliver a service
that is built around a transparent
understanding of what our clients
require, both today and in the future.
In a world where many providers claim
to offer a bespoke and unique service,
we truly believe we do, and strive to
deliver this every time.

